A hydrogen bond-driven supramolecular strategy to synthesize multiphase-Fe anchoring on hierarchical N-doped graphitic carbon was proposed. As a result, the as-obtained catalysts showed unusual trifunctional activities in the oxygen reduction reaction, oxygen evolution reaction and hydrogen evolution reaction, even surpassing noble-metal catalysts such as Pt/C and RuO 2 .
A hydrogen bond-driven supramolecular strategy to synthesize multiphase-Fe anchoring on hierarchical N-doped graphitic carbon was proposed. As a result, the as-obtained catalysts showed unusual trifunctional activities in the oxygen reduction reaction, oxygen evolution reaction and hydrogen evolution reaction, even surpassing noble-metal catalysts such as Pt/C and RuO 2 .
Molecular assembly is the formation of stable aggregates with a well-defined composition and structure under equilibrium conditions, based on non-covalent interactions among molecules.
1
For example, as typical coordination-driven assemblies, metalorganic frameworks (MOFs) that simultaneously display both porosity and a highly tailorable structure have attracted considerable attention. 2 The atom-level control over molecular and supramolecular structures afforded by MOFs have emerged recently as a new platform for the synthesis of carbon-based materials, 2a which show great promise as nonprecious metal catalysts to replace noble metals (e.g. Pt, IrO 2 and RuO 2 ) in the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), 3 oxygen evolution reaction (OER) 3a,b,d and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). 2b However, the thermal transformation of MOFs into electrocatalysts usually suffers from the breakdown inside the MOF crystal owing to their inherent microporous structure. 2a,3b,c Thus, MOF-derived materials are mostly microporous and show a poor degree of graphitization, both of which are considered unfavorable for high-performance electrocatalytic processes. 3b,c Moreover, to obtain regular porous structures, organic ligands of MOFs need to be specially designed, which hampers the large-scale application from the point of view of economy and sustainability. 3d Therefore, the development of a highly efficient assembly strategy for the synthesis of electrocatalysts with favorable structures is highly desired for electrocatalysis, but remains a challenge. Nature has evolved hydrogen bonds among molecules as an important recognition strategy to execute most of the biological processes.
1b Indeed, as hydrogen bond has strong direction, reversibility, and specificity, hydrogen bond-driven assembly could form ordered and close-packed crystalline structures, which would provide an alternative method to prepare carbon-based materials with well-defined morphologies and structures. 1a Very recently, self-assembled supramolecular precursors by hydrogen bonds enabled the synthesis of hierarchical graphitic carbon nitride with improved photocatalytic activities. 1a,4 However, hydrogen bond-driven assembly-derived electrocatalysts have been rarely exploited. Herein, we report that an ordered and close-packed crystal composed of low-cost barbituric acid (BA), 2,4,6-triaminopyrimidine (TAP) and FeCl 3 obtained via hydrogen bond-driven supramolecular assembling (Fig. 1a) could be pyrolyzed into multiphase-Fe anchoring on hierarchical N-doped graphitic carbon, without the unwanted collapse of the structure that MOF precursors often encountered. In contrast, the control samples that were prepared without the supramolecular approach could not achieve this unique structure. Consequently, the as-obtained catalyst exclusively exhibited competitive ORR, OER and HER activities with respect to Pt/C and RuO 2 , making it an unusual trifunctional non-precious electrocatalyst.
Two C and N containing compounds, i.e., BA and TAP, were deliberately chosen as precursors as they could form up to three stable hydrogen bonds (denoted BAÀTAP, see Fig. S1 , ESI †). 1a,4a Simultaneously, FeCl 3 could be adsorbed on BAÀTAP due to the abundant nitrogen atoms (denoted BAÀTAPÀFe, Fig. 1a ). As shown in SEM images, supramolecular BAÀTAPÀFe was rod-like, with a length of ca. 30-300 mm and a diameter of ca. 1-5 mm (Fig. 1b) , similar to BAÀTAP (Fig. S2, ESI †) . In sharp contrast, without any supramolecular preorganization of precursors, only inhomogeneous particles could be obtained by physical mixing, e.g., via ball milling (denoted BA+TAP+Fe, Fig. 1c ).
The formation of these regular rods may be directly related to the supramolecular preorganization between BA and TAP. The crystallinity of the BAÀTAPÀFe was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The appearance of completely new peaks for BAÀTAP and BAÀTAPÀFe, compared to individual BA and TAP, was strong evidence for the creation of a new arrangement. The new peaks at 11.98, 16.26, and 21.681 for BAÀTAP, most probably, were indexed to (100), (110), and (200) of the in-plane packing, respectively, according to analogous assembly of melamine and cyanuric acid. 4a,5 Moreover, after assembling, the CQO stretching vibration of BA in the FT-IR spectra (Fig. S3 , ESI †) was shifted to a lower wavenumber from 1678 to 1598 cm
À1
, and the NH 2 stretching vibration of TAP at 3456 and 3415 cm À1 was shifted to a broad peak at 3340 cm
, in agreement with previous reports. 4a,5 In addition, the homogeneous incorporation of FeCl 3
( Fig. S4 , ESI †) did not cause significant changes in the morphology ( Fig. 1b and Fig. S2 , ESI †), the hydrogen bond between BA and TAP ( Fig. S3 , ESI †), and the crystalline structure (Fig. 1d) . Nevertheless, BAÀTAPÀFe showed a decrease of XRD intensity with respect to BAÀTAP, implying that FeCl 3 was squeezed into the BAÀTAP skeleton and induced a slight structural deformation. It was noted that the surface area of BAÀTAPÀFe was measured to be 5.3 m 2 g À1 and no predominated pore size distribution ranging from 1 to 70 nm was observed (Fig. S7a , ESI †), indicating that hydrogen bond-driven molecular assembly formed an ordered and close-packed crystalline structure. In contrast to MOFs that generally are microporous and have surface areas up to several thousand m 2 g À1 , the hydrogen bond-driven assembly may avoid the collapse of the structure during further pyrolysis and achieve a high degree of graphitization and a porous structure that are desired for electrochemical catalysis.
Interestingly, after pyrolysis at 800 1C, the as-obtained BAÀTAPÀFe-800 (Fig. 2b) largely retained the rod morphology of the BAÀTAPÀFe supramolecular precursor without significant collapse of its original morphology, highlighting the importance of the ordered and close-packed crystalline structure formed by hydrogen bond-driven supramolecular assembly. As shown by the SEM (Fig. 2c) and TEM (Fig. 2d) images, a few CNTs with lengths of ca. 1-2 mm and diameters of ca. 40-100 nm that were wrapped in the carbon rod were observed. Such a hierarchical structure is expected to facilitate the transport of relevant species in electrocatalytic reactions and enhance the accessibility of catalytic sites. 5a In addition, the nanoparticles were also identified in both carbon rods and CNTs ( Fig. 2b-d) . The high-resolution TEM image in Fig. 2e revealed that these nanoparticles showed a high degree of crystallization with a lattice distance of 0.204 nm, presumably attributed to the (220) planes of Fe 3 C or the (110) planes of cubic Fe, 6 and wrapped with highly graphitic carbon composed of few graphite layers. It should also be noted that the formation of such long CNT-grafted carbon rods which made such carbon materials more graphitic (for more details see Fig. S6 , ESI †) was a very rare example, and supposed to be useful for energy conversion applications. 3a,b,6b For comparison, control samples without supramolecular preorganization, e.g., those that contained only binary components including BAÀFe-800 and TAPÀFe-800 and that consisted of triple components but obtained via ball-mill mixing (BA+TAP+Fe-800), led to CNT-free carbon materials (Fig. 2f and Fig. S5 , ESI †). Fig. 3a shows the XRD pattern of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 with a peak at 26.01, which originated from the (002) planes of graphitic carbon rods and CNTs. In addition, the peaks at 43.71, 44.71 and 65.01 could be indexed to the reflections from (102) planes of (110) and (200) planes of cubic Fe (JCPDS No. 06-0696), respectively. It indicated that multiphase-Fe and graphitic carbon coexisted in BAÀTAPÀFe-800, consistent with the TEM image in Fig. 2e . In contrast, the XRD pattern of the comparative samples without supramolecular preorganization (i.e. BA+TAP+Fe-800) showed only a broad peak at 26.11, indicating a much poorer degree of graphitization, in agreement with the higher intensity ratio of the D-band to the G-band (I D /I G ) in Raman spectra (Fig. S6, ESI †) . 7 The surface area and porosity of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 were assessed using N 2 sorption isotherms (Fig. 3b) . The pronounced hysteresis loop and pore size analysis by the density functional theory (DFT) method confirmed a narrow mesopore distribution (B4.1 nm, Fig. S7b, ESI † . Such a mesoporous structure and high surface area were favorable for active site exposure and rapid electrocatalytic reaction-relevant mass transportation. In contrast, BA+TAP+Fe-800 did not show such porosity, and the specific surface area was only 6.5 m 2 g À1 (Fig. S7c, ESI †) . These results clearly demonstrated that supramolecular preorganization of precursors was crucial for the formation of carbon-based materials with a high degree of graphitization and a preferred pore structure. The bonding configurations of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 were investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The N1s spectra could be deconvoluted into four peaks at 398.4, 399.9, 401.0, and 402.7 eV, assignable to pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, graphitic N, and oxidized N, respectively (Fig. 3c) . -N) . 6a,c,7c As we will discuss below, the coexistence of multiphase-Fe on the hierarchical N-doped graphitic carbon was essential to the electrocatalytic activities for BAÀTAPÀFe-800. Therefore, BAÀTAPÀFe-800 with a unique structure of multiphase-Fe anchored on hierarchical N-doped graphitic carbon was successfully prepared, exclusively by the supramolecular preorganization of the precursors via mixing monomers at the molecular level. Interestingly, the obtained BAÀTAPÀFe-800 exhibited unusual trifunctional electrocatalytic activity for the ORR, OER and HER (Fig. 4) , which was supposed to simplify the system and lower the cost associated with separate equipment and processes for different catalysts. 3a,b,5b,9 With respect to the counterparts (i.e., BAÀFe-800, TAPÀFe-800 and BA+TAP+Fe-800) without supramolecular preorganization, BAÀTAPÀFe-800 showed much higher electrocatalytic activities in all parameters such as the onset/half wave potential and kinetic current, highlighting the importance of supramolecular pre-arrangement of precursors for carbon-based electrocatalysts with a well-defined structure and composition for highly efficient activity.
More strikingly, BAÀTAPÀFe-800 also showed impressive electrocatalytic performance that even surpassed Pt/C and RuO 2 in several key performance parameters (Table S1, ESI †). As shown in Fig. 4a , BAÀTAPÀFe-800 had higher ORR activity than that of Pt/C in terms of the onset potential and half-wave potential as well as diffusion-limited current density. As far as we are aware, this is one of the few carbon-based catalysts with Table S1 (ESI †). a more positive onset potential than that of Pt/C (Table S2 , ESI †). The Tafel slope of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 for the ORR was found to be ca. À66 mV per decade, which was similar to that of the Pt/C catalyst (Fig. 4b) . In addition, the BAÀTAPÀFe-800 catalyst showed an electron transfer number of B3.90 (Fig. S10 , ESI †), a better tolerance to the methanol crossover effect (Fig. S11a , ESI †) and better long-term durability than the Pt/C catalyst (Fig. S11b, ESI †) . For the catalytic OER, BAÀTAPÀFe-800 had an onset potential of 1.36 V and a current density of 10 mA cm À2 at a potential of 1.55 V, superior to those of the state-of-art Pt/C electrode and RuO 2 nanoparticles ( Fig. 4c and Table S1 , ESI †). It is important to note that the OER activity of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 outperformed previously reported metal-free OER catalysts and transition metal oxides, among the highest performances for the OER reported so far (Table S3 , ESI †). Moreover, the Tafel slope of the BAÀTAPÀFe-800 was 88 mV dec
which was lowest compared to their counterparts without using supramolecular preorganization (Fig. 4d) , suggesting the best reaction kinetics for oxygen evolution again. The HER polarization curve of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 depicted a potential of 0.33 V to achieve a current density of 10 mA cm À2 (Fig. 4e) , comparable to those of the well-developed nanostructured MoS 2 -based metallic catalysts and metal-free HER catalysts. 10 Although a higher overpotential of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 was observed with respect to that of the Pt/C, the remarkable HER catalytic activity of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 was evidenced by the rapid current increase with the potential. Such a trend can be observed by the lower Tafel slope for BAÀTAPÀFe-800 (200 mV dec
) with respect to Pt/C (220 mV dec À1 ) in the high current density region in Fig. 4f . Therefore, BAÀTAPÀFe-800 was a highly efficient, non-precious trifunctional electrocatalyst for the ORR, HER and OER. Fig. 4g shows the electrocatalytic activity of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 compared to those of reported bifunctional electrocatalysts in recent two years, which were evaluated by the difference of OER and ORR metrics (DE = E OER/j=10 À E ORR/onset ) and HER and OER metrics (DE = E OER/j=10 À E HER/j=10 ). BAÀTAPÀFe-800 exhibits a DE value of 0.53 V and 1.88 V, lower than those of the recently reported highly active bi/tri-functional electrocatalysts, corroborating the excellent trifunctional electrocatalytic nature of BAÀTAPÀFe-800 (for more detailed comparison with those of the reported bi/tri-functional electrocatalysts in recent two years see Table S1 , ESI †). To further understand the nature of the catalytic sites, two control experiments were carried out (for more details see Fig. S14 , ESI †), which revealed that the coexistence of multiphase-Fe on the hierarchical N-doped graphitic carbon was essential to the outstanding ORR, OER and HER electrocatalytic activities.
In summary, a simple method for synthesizing trifunctional electrocatalysts was successfully developed by pyrolysis of supramolecular precursors. The close-packed crystalline structure of precursors after supramolecular assembling overcame the unwanted collapse during pyrolysis of other assembly precursors such as MOFs, making the final catalysts with multiphase-Fe anchoring on hierarchical N-doped graphitic carbon. As a result, the obtained catalysts showed superior catalytic performance for the ORR, OER and HER compared to their counterparts without any precursor preorganization. With the tunable compositions and morphologies of supramolecular hydrogen bond-driven assembly, this work showed the potential to design advanced task-specific multifunctional catalysts as a replacement for expensive metals for sustainable electrochemical energy storage and conversion. Work focusing on the relationship between specific structures and electrocatalytic activity is ongoing.
